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In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful! As it pleases
Allah! There is no ability (to do virtue) or power (to refrain from vices)
except with the Grace of Allah! 0 the Living, 0 the Lasting! 0 Allah! Send
Your blessing on our Prophet Muhammad, his followers and his progeny as
many times as the things You know. I ask forgiveness of Allah, except
Whom there is none worthy of worship, the Living, the Lasting, and I
attend to Him only.

When Allah the Almighty conveyed to His Prophet Muhammad ~~ the completion
of the Divine revelations to mankind in the form of the Holy Our/en (AI-Our'an
21: 104-106; 81 :26-29; 5:4), He went on to say: "We sent thee not, but as a Mercy
for all creatures" (AI-Our'an 21 :107). These injunctions, amongst many others, have,
in fact, put an end to any hope of any further communications from Allah the
Almighty to any person whatever. Hence the finalisation of the institution of prophethood on the Prophet Muhammad ~~ (AI-Our'an 33:40) which has also been
echoed elsewhere thus: "0 My beloved Muhammad (~~), had I not created you,
I would not havecreated the Universe either." - (Muwahib ud-Dunniyah by Imam Ibn
Oastalani; Volume I, p. 8). That the Holy Our/en is the complete and final Divine
revelation and that Muhammad ~ 'is a unique person amongst His creatures, the
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last Prophet and Messenger of Allah the Almighty, have, from time to time, had
aspersions cast upon them' which we shall undertake to examine and put right herein
as briefly as possible.

"Modern research on the culture of Magian communities which followed
Zoroastrianism, Judaism, Jewish Christianity, Chaldean and Sabean rel igions", writes
Dr Muhammad Iqbal (d. 1938 C.E.), a poet-philosopher o'f Islam, "has revealed that
they disintegrated old communities and re-formed new ones under the impulse of
religious adventures." This has led the poet to conclude theologically as well as
psychologically that there was a continual progression of prophethood and a state
of constant expectation of a new prophet in vogue amongst these communities. And
this, one can clearly read in the Holy Our'en where the Prophets Moses and Jesus,
peace be upon them both, are referred to have foretold the coming of the Prophet
Muhammad ~ (AI-Our'an 41:10 ; 51 :6) who thereafter have, indeed, had the
revelations fulfilled and the Prophethood acquiesced and finalised in him as stated
above.
According to a popular Muslim belief there have been 124,000 prophets, peace be
upon them all, sent to mank ind by Allah the Almighty and everyone of them called
upon his people to (a) believe in One God and His Attributes, (b) shun evil and do
good deeds and (c) obey the messenger following him . This continued t ill the coming
of the Holy Prophet Muhammad ~~ , His arrival was predicted even by Lord
Buddha.

Ananda, the disciple of Lord Buddha, asked his master : "Who w ill guide us when you
die?"
Lord Buddha replied: "1 am not the f irst Buddha, nor the last sent to the mankind.
At the appropriate time a Buddha is coming. He will be pious, holy and light through
and through . He will be the servant of Allah the Almighty with access to Him and the
most wise. He will command all knowledge of the world and bear angelic qualities and
be an unparalleled leader and master of the people. He w ill reveal all the eternal
truths which I have foretold you and will invit e the whole world to his Deen (Faith)
which, in its purity and truthfulness, is majestic and worthy of oraise. He will inspire
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the greatest esteem and his mission will be exalted , grand and splendid. He will profess
such a religious life as would be complete and perfect as I am proclaiming at this
time."
Ananda asked: "How will we recognise him?"
Lord Buddha replied: "t-1e will be known by the title of Mitriyya."
Now the word Mitriyya literally means 'merciful', or 'generous', or 'gracious' and
epistemologically the synonym of Rahmat'ul lil-A'iamin, the title accorded to the
Prophet Muhammad ~~ (AI-Our'an 21:107). After the death of Lord Buddha,
his followers searched for the Mitriyya but without any success, Christians tried to
prove Jesus as the Mitriyya but their efforts were futile and even Hindus entitled
inaptly their spiritual leaders as Mitriyyas.
Both the Old and New Testaments and the Psalms of David had been lost. The Holy
Our'an was revealed and is to-date intact in its original form undergoing and withstanding all critical analyses throughout the ages. This unique ' Divine message is
preserved and al ive on the tongues and memories of hundreds of thousands of believers
and practised in the light of the Prophet's Sunnah (~~ ) by all and sundry, the
learned members and divines of his Ummah (The Muslim Nation). The simplicity of
the Faith of Islam and its practical details have attracted nearly one thousand million
adherents thus striking a happy balance between the life here and Hereafter. There is
no good that has not been enjoined and no evil that has not been forbidden. In short
the Faith is summed well in the following tradition of the Holy Prophet ~ :
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On the authority of Umar (may Allah the Almighty be pleased with him)
who said: "One day while we were sitting with the Messenger of Allah the
Almighty (~) there appeared before us a man whose clothes were exceedingly white and hair exceedingly black; no signs of journeying were to
be seen on him and none of us knew him. He walked up and sat down by the
Prophet (~.j. Resting his knees against his a,!d placing the palms of his
hands on his thighs , heseid, '0 MuhammadJ $~j), tell me what Islam is.
The Messenger of Allah the Almighty ( ~) said, 'Islam is to testify that
there is no deity but Allah (the Almighty and Muhammad (~ ) is the
Messenger of Allah (the Almighty), to perform the prayers to pay the Zakat,
to fast in Ramadhan, and to make the pilgrimage to the House (the Holy
Ka'aba) if you are able to do so.' He said, 'You have spoken rightly' and we
were amazed at him asking and saying that he had spoken rightly. He said,
Then tell me about Eman (Belief).' He said, 'It is to believe in Allah the
Almighty, His angels, His books, His messengers, and the Last Day, and to
believe in Divine destiny, both the good and the evil thereof.' He said, 'You
have spoken rightly.' He siad, Then tell me about Ehsan.' He said, 'It is to
worship Allah the Almighty as though you are seeing Him, and while you see
Him not yet truly He sees you.' He said, Then tell me about the Hour (The
Day of Judgement). ' He said, The one questioned about it knows no better
than the questioner.' He said, Then tell me about its signs.' He said, That
the slavegirl will give birth to her mistress and that you will see the beretooted,
naked, destitute herdsmen competing in constructing lofty buildinqs'. Then
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he took himself off and I stayed for a time. Then he said, '0 Umar, do you
know who the questionner was?' I said, 'Allah the Almighty and His Messenger
( ~) know best.' He said, 'It was Gabriel, who came to you to teach you
your religion. I I I
- (Muslim)

Besides the teaching of the five fundamentals of Islam i.e. Eman (Belief), Salat
(Prayers), Saum (Fasting), Zakat (Almsgiving) and Hajj (Pilgrimage) here above,
the word Ehsan (Blessing or Favour) denotes the direct contact of the worshipper
and the Worshipped, and this relationship develops further with the intense practice
of the fundamentals in as much as has been aptly described in the following tradition,
with the attendant miraculous rewards.

The respected Abu Haraira, may Allah the Almighty be pleased with him,
has reported the Prophet ~ saying: "1 shall announce a war against
him who bears a grudge against My friend. I have no better liking for a person who strives for nearness to Me this way which I have made obligatory
for him rather than any other. And My servant becomes near to Me by
reauter and constant prayers of nafals so much in fact that I begin to love
11

him. And when I begin to love him, I become the ear with which he listens,
the eye with which he sees, the hand with which he holds, .and the foot with
which he walks. And if he requests anything of Me, I certainly give it to him.
I do not feel to be working as hard over ordinary jobs as I do for those concerning a true Muslim's soul and especially when this soul considers death as
bad. I regard (the soul's) deed as bad. "
- (Bukhari, Volume III, p. 325, No. 1418)

This is not a figurative narration only but a reality that is substantiated in the Holy
Our'en by such accounts as the Divine help that came forth to the believers in the
Battle of Badar (AI-Our 'an 3:13; 8:17), the Divine nearness to a human being even
greater than his jugular vein (AI-Our 'an 50: 15) , and the Prophet's C~ ) Ascension to Heaven (AI-Our'an 17: 1). These pinnacles besides many others in the Holy
Our/en and the Hadith have provided the devout Muslims with a springboard for the
mystique lives and their allegiance to Islam and the Holy Prophet Muhammad $'..i-b'
have additionally borne witness to the Finality of the Divine Revelations and Prophethood on Muhammad ~ the details of which we now leave for the readers to
pursue in the ensuing pages.
Alhamdu-lil-Hayyoo-al-Oayyum!

----

------

.>:
Sarkat Ali ;
Dar-ul-Ehsan, .
Pakistan.

3 She/ben al-Muazzam 1399 A.H.
(29 June 1979 C.E.) .
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PREAMBLE
What is the character of the Universe inhabited by mankind? What place do human
beings occupy and what is the kind of conduct that befits the place we occupy?

RELIGION AND PERCEPTION OF REALITY
These are the fundamental questions common to every religion and philosophy. However, philosophy and every religion with the exception of Islam have dealt with a part
of Reality. Islam alone represents the perception of Reality in its totality.

UNIQUE POSITION OF ISLAM
Religion has been defined as a system of general truths which transforms human
character . To this end every religion has laid down certain articles of belief and norms
of conduct. Faith and the practice of good deeds thus constitute the foundation of all
the religions.
"This chapter is comprised
an American convert to Islam .
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'- However, Islam, unlike other religions, does not make any distinction between spiritual
and temporal things. Islam is specifically different from Judaism because it believes in
universal submission to God and, therefore, has no concept of a particular Covenant
or of a specially chosen people. On the other hand there is an open invitation for nonbelievers to join Muslims and Islam who make the best Ummah and Religion near God.
Islam also differs from the Christian view of the Kingdom of God in Heaven and a
separate Kingdom of human rulers on Earth . It also differs from other idolatrous
religions such as Buddhism and Hinduism. Islam is a Faith, a way of life, a nation and
a state with a system of jurisprudence designed for the establishment of the sovereignty
of our Creator on Earth. Accordingly, Islam has laid down a most comprehensive
system of beliefs and a complete code of do's and dont's for the regulation of conduct.

DEVIATION NOT POSSIBLE
The shortest distance between two points is on a straight line. The message of the
Prophet Muhammad ~~ represents the straight line and by following only that
line man may realise the objective of his creation. Any deviation or departure from
the path will take the man astray. In fact any deviation or departure from the fundamentals of the Faith will result in definite and irretrievable expulsion from the fold
of Islam. It is lamentable that, of late, much has been done in the name of Islam which
is not only incompatible with its letter and spirit but is, in fact, abhorrent and repulsive.

LAMENTABLE INNOVATION
For instance, a group of people who call themselves Muslims have been preaching that
the purification of soul and way of salvation lie through the media of Music and Sufi
Dances. In their view, which they continue to call Islamic, communion with God is
attained not through compliance with the principles of Shari'at (Islamic Law) but by
following strange and corrupt innovations of their own. All such people have been
trying to strike at the foundation of Islam and cannot be termed as Muslims by any
definition. They multiply their sins by continually asserting their claim to be in the
fold of Islam, and are bound thereby to invite the wrath of Allah the Almighty.
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ATTACK ON THE INSTITUTION OF PROPHETHOOD
There are other misguided and evil individuals who have struck at the foundation of
the institution of Prophethood by making obviously false claims that our
Prophet ~ has formulated his Message not through Divine revelations but from
the teachings of Jewish and Christian priests and scholars. They are virtually saying
that Islam is nothing but on ly a revised edition of Judaism and Christianity. This
claim is equally abhorrent and anyone entertaining such views cannot be called a
Muslim.

PURPOSE OF CREATION
In order to view things in their right perspective and to fully understand the falsehood
contained in the afore mentioned assertions, it would be worthwhile to examine the
purpose of the creation of the Universe, the role of the institution of Prophethood
and its ultimate finality in the person of the Holy Prophet Muhammad ~4g .
The creation of the Universe is not a product of any capricious whim, creative sport,
or even a matter of accident. The Holy Our/en says:

We created not
The heavens, the earth ,
And all between them,
Merely in (idle) sport;
We created them not
Except for just ends:
But most of them
Do not understand.
- (AI-Our'an 44:38-39)
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Again, this fact has been articulated in the most categorical and unambiguous terms in
the following words:

f " r' ~ \

";JJ- }

Behold! In the creation
Of the heavens and the earth;
In the alternation
Of the Night and the Day;
In the sailing of the ships
Through the ocean
For the profit of mankind;
In the rain which Allah
Sends down from the skies,
And the life which He gives therewith
To an earth that is dead;
In the beasts of all kinds
That He scatters
Through the earth;
In the change of the winds,
And the clouds which they
Trail like their slaves
Between the sky and the earth;(Here) indeed are Signs
For a people that are wise.
- (AI-Our'an 2: 164)

Man is destined to strive for self-realisation so that he may become Khalifatullah, the
Vicegerent of God on Earth, in the real sense of the term . Obviously, this destination
or object could not have been reached or realised by humanity without the complete
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guidance of Allah the Almighty. The transformation and guidance of man's inner and
outer li fe, the essential goal of religion, could not be achieved if Divinely inspired
Messengers were not sent to mankind. Allah the Almighty, in His infinite and eternal
bounty, has, accordingly, sent His Prophets to every corner of this planet with a
message for their salvation. A Prophet possesses mystic consciousness and psychic
powers in which the organic unity of experience overflows its boundaries and seeks
opportunities for redirecting or refashioning the forces of collective life. Thus all the
Prophets derive their wisdom and capacity to illuminate the path leading to salvation
from Allah the Almighty Himself. No human agency can impart such wisdom and
knowledge.
THE EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS
The process of guidance has been evolutionary in its nature and content. The message
is, no doubt, eternal because God, its Author, is Himself Eternal. But this message
reached its culmination and fulfilment in the appearance of Muhammad ~~ on
the horizon of the World torn with strife and suffused with the dark and dreary
gloom of ignorance. The Prophet Muhammad oW~ was sent to expound, confirm
and review the Message and to complete the Faith for the guidance of humanity.
THE FINALITY OF PROPHETHOOD
Allah the Almighty put a seal of finality on the institution of Prophethood by declaring Muhammad A$'~' 'The Last Prophet'. At the conclusion of a long evolutionary
process the Message of God, thus attainedthe timeless validity, finality, completion
and comprehensibility which pervades all facets of existence, leaving no scope whatever for any addition , alteration or modification. In the Prophet Muhammad A$'~ ,
the Prophecy reached its perfection. Thus abolishing the need for further prophethood.
The teaching of the Prophet Muhammad A$'~ includes a complete unalterable code
of life which transcends all the frontiers of time and place and cannot, by any canon
of logic or experience, be a product of the human mind. On account of this very reason
the inspiration and the message of the Prophet ,~~ cannot be imparted or taught
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by any scholar, sage, or saint of any religious persuasion. Allah the Almighty is the
sole fountainhead of inspiration and revelation. He is the Creator of the Universe and
He alone can impart the wisdom of the total Reality for the guidance of mankind. Let
us not forget that even an eminent scholar of the West like Ernest Renan has admitted
that 'unlike other religions which were cradled in mystery, Islam was born in the full
light of history' (The Arabs in History, Barnard Lewis, p. 36). Apart from reasons
based on the nature of the Prophetic knowledge itself there is no evidence whatsoever
that the Prophet Muhammad ~ has imbibed his Faith from any Christian or
Jewish teacher or priest. As he was Ummi or 'the unlettered one', the message could
not have come from any external human source and is the sole result of the blessings
of Allah the Almighty.

SIGNIFICANCE OF SALAT
There are some misguided persons already referred to, who preach that there is no
need to offer Sa/at or prayers as communion with God is possible through other means.
In the Islamic code of life the offering of prayers forms the central pillar of Faith. It
is a renewal of contact with Allah the Almighty five times a day. Not only that, the
institution of prayer is also of great social significance. It is a manifestation of the
aspiration to the essential unity of mankind which can only be attained by removing
all barriers between men. Anyone who preaches that Sa/at is not necessary is not only
ignorant but is definitely a troublemaker. Such a person is definitely outside the fold
of Islam.

THE LATEST CONSPIRACY AGAINST ISLAM
Lately, there has been a calculated conspiracy in the United States of America and
the West to strike at the roots of Islam. Some pseudo-scholars pose as Muslims and
attempt to spread doubts and scepticism about the basic tenets of Islam. Simulating
as Muslims these scholars work under a smoke-screen and say that the Prophet
Muhammad ~ wastutored by Jewish and Christian priests and that he reproduced
a new version of Judaism. This ugly attempt to defile the sanctity of the Prophet
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of Islam ~ is totally negated in the words of Angus Nicolson in his book, A GUi~e
to Islam, p. 16, 1951, where he says 'In Muhammad's days there was no Arabic
version of the Bible from which he could obtain knowledge of Christ.'

THE HOLY QUR'AN - THE WORD OF GOD
These self-styled Muslim scholars are not serving the cause of any faith or set of beliefs,
set aside Islam and its tenets. They are simply trying to paint a distorted picture of
Islam for the invidious purpose of misguiding millions of Americans and Europeans
who have begun to listen to the teaching of Islam. The very suggestion pointed out
by these enemies of Islam, that is, the Holy Our'an is not a Divinely revealed book
but a man-made one, reveals a lack of respect for our Religion and an utter shallowness of understanding. The Prophet Muhammad ~ was Ummi and he had no
formal schooling. Had the Our'an not been a Divine revelation, it could not have
been written with all its perfection, universality and timelessness of approach and
Divine melody. Well, it could not have been written by two hundred thousand scholars
and poets with all the mastery of the Arabic language at their command in two
hundred thousand years. Any non-Muslim Arab would testify the truth of this statement. I shall quote from Wilfred Cantwell Smith who says in his book, Islam in Modern
History, London, 1946, at page 22: "A significant distinction between the two religions
is that the New Testament is a revelation of God; the Our'an is a revelation from God."
Mark the words 'of' and 'from' in the sentence quoted. Islam is a universal and a
timeless way of life. It is meaningful to every man everywhere and at any time whether
he is a millionaire, or pauper, or prince, or slave. The Holy Our'an is God's message.
It is addressed to the whole of humanity, transcending all barriers and limitations of
race, region or time. Furthermore, it seeks to guide man in all walks of life; spiritual,
temporal, individual and collective. It contains directions for the conduct of the head
of the state as well as a simple commoner during war and peace, for spiritual and
worldly being.
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MUSIC AND DANCE DO NOT LEAD TO COMMUNION WITH GOD
Should these misguided mislead the young Americans and Europeans seeking spiritual
tranquility promised by religions? They say that Salat is a poor way of establishing
communication with God and that a closer communication with the Almighty could
be sought through the media of music, song and dance. Had music and dance been so
close to the spirit of Islam the Holy Our'an itself would not have said:
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We have not instructed
The (Prophet) in Poetry,
Nor is it meant for him:
This is no less than
A Message and a Our'en
Making things clear :

- (AI-Our'an 36:69)
Salat is a natural sequel to the acceptance of the existence of God. It is the medium
through wh ich a firm conviction is instilled in the believer that God is the real living
force in the Universe. Music and dance, are, as a matter of fact, fundamentally sensual
in nature and even in their most rarified and transcended form cannot be accepted to
become substitutes for Salat which is primarily a stirring of the soul and the humblest
submission of the body.
20

ISLAM AND SUFISM ARE NOT INCOMPATIBLE WITH EACH OTHER
Yet another blasphemous notion which is being spread by these self-seekers is that
there is an inherent clash between Islam and Sufism. They say that Islam is narrow in
its approach whereas Sufism is wider and universal in content and spirit. They are
themselves confused and want to confuse others. To add insult to injury they say that
Sufism preceded Islam and not followed it. Nothing is farther from the truth. Suf ism
is a true ch ild of Islam and it is neither hostile nor opposed to the spirit of Islam;
it is the very culmination and perfection of the essence of Islam in a conceptual
structure. The first propounder of Sufism was the Caliph Ali bin Abu Tetib, may
Allah the Almighty be pleased with him, and the Prophet Muhammad ~J,.E said:

I am the city of Knowledge and Ali is the Gateway to it.
- (AI-Hadithl

The Gateway would certainly lead nowhere else but to the domain of Knowledge.
Thus Sufism and Islam are mutually compatible and co-extensive. All the Sufis of
India, Iran, Iraq and other Eastern lands have drunk deeply at the fountain of Ali.
Could Ali go against the spirit of Islam? The second observation that Sufism existed
before the dawn of Islam is mischievous as it is misleading . Did Ali propound Sufism
before the advent of Islam? Certainly not. So the false assertions of these mischiefmongers stand totally exposed in their naked untruths.
21

ISLAM: A DYNAMIC WAY OF LIFE
These self-styled Muslim scholars have yet another poisoned arrow against Islam.
They go on to say that Islam is narrow, static, backward and limited in approach . It
is a gross mis-statement of facts. Islam embraces all humanity, all races of all regions
of the world . It is timeless. It is not a religion of local gods and deities; it is not a
religion of certain extinct tribes. It is a dynamic way of life. It is a challenge to religions
because it embraces the spiritual and the temporal, the world and the Hereafter.
It treats the Un iverse in its totality; so how could it be a narrow concept of life .
Those who believe in Sufism as opposed to Islam are sadly mistaken. Sufism is, in fact,
a deeper appreciation of the spirit of Islam . If these misguided scholars have in their
minds the Indian Bhagati Movement of the 18th Century while they talk of the
unifying effects of Sufism, their assertions are again self-defeating because they trace
the genesis of Sufism to a pre-Islamic era and talk of 18th Century Sufism of India
which again was not any form of Sufism but a distinct and separate intellectual
movement by Bhagat Kabir and his school.
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Muhammad is not
The father of any
Of your men, but (he is)
The Apostle of God,
And the Seal of the Prophets:
And God has full knowledge
Of all things.
- (AI-Our'an 33:40)
As it happens to be an important call of our time*, here it is offered as an explanation
and appreciation, in the light of the Holy Our/en and the Sunnah, of the phrase,
Khatam-an-Nabiyyin (the Seal of the Prophets), that occurs in the above verse of the
*This research paper has been written in Urdu and published by the author in the Dar-ul-Ehsan
monthly. September 1971. The belief in the Finality of the Institution of Prophethood on Muhammad
4$'4&.is cardinal and obligatory if one claims to be a Muslim.
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Holy Our/en. Also, it is desired that correct meanings of the Arabic words of Kheteman-Nabiyyin are brought home to the minds of the Muslims of the world . Thus protecting them with correct knowledge against the greatest evil of new prophethood that
has been claimed in every era of history .

Whosoever spread the greatest evil of new prophethood at any time did so because of
the misinterpretation of the words Khatam-an-Nabiyyin (the Seal of the Prophets).
It is misinterpreted as all those prophets who would follow the Prophet Muhammad
,16i
~~ wou ld become so by the embossing of his 'seal'. In other words, unt il his
'seal' is embossed on anybody 's prophethood, he could not be prophet. But
in actual fact if the verse is read with reference to the context of its revelat ion, there
is no need or even probability at all to translate it as such. For, just in case its meaning
is as advocated, these words would not only be inappropriate and inexact, they would
be diametrically opposed to the aim of the discourse in the Holy Our/en. And this is
not possible. The above revelation is in the context of the reply that was offered to
alleviate the doubts and suspicions in the objections of the critics of the marriage of
Zainab, may Allah the Almighty be pleased with her. How come that in this context
and of a sudden it is narrated that Muhammad $~ is the 'Seal of Prophets' which
would be required to be embossed on the claim of prophethood of a prophet in future.
Consequently, the assertion is not only meaningless when viewed in the context, but
it also weakens the rejoinder as it is correctly to the objectors who may as well say
that had the Prophet $~ not undertaken this task at the time there would have
been no danger. There is such an acute need to put an end to this institution of
prophethood that, if it had not been dealt with, there would have been some one
from amongst those who were designated prophets with the Prophet's (~J,E)
'Seal' doing away with it.
I

There is another interpretation of Khatam-an -Nabiyyin, that of Afzal-un-Nabiyyin
(the most superior Prophet A$'4&) i.e. the institution of propheth~od is endless,
only the perfection is epitomised on the Prophet Muhammad $~ . Yet, this
interpretation also embraces the same aforesaid misgivings. Nor does 'it fit in the
context. Instead, it contradicts the related revelations.
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LITERAL MEANINGS OF 'KHATAM-AN-NABIYYIN'

As far as the above verse is concerned in the context of the text of the Holy Our/en it
follows really that Khatam-an-Nabiyyin is interpreted here to mean the ending of the
chain of prophethood and that there is no prophet to succeed the Prophet Muhammad
~~ Even the Arabic lexicon insists on this meaning.
According to the Arabic dictionary and idioms the word Khatam means: to emboss
the seal, to seal the opening, to reach the ultimate, to be free after completion of a
task. As for example: '
Khatam-ul-A'mal means Khatam min-al-Amal (free from a job) .

Similarly Khatam-ul-Ina means 'covering the mouth of a vessel', thus sealing it so that
nothing is added to or taken out of it.
Khatam-ul-Kitab means 'closing the letter or book' and sealing it in order to safeguard
it.
Khatam-ul-Oalb means 'sealing the heart' in order that neither anything comes out of
nor goes into it.
Khatamo kulle Mashroob means 'the end of every drink'.

The Arabic sentence Khatamo Kulle She'in Aaqebatehe wa Aakheratehe means that
'seal of everything means its end and finality' .
Khatam el-She'in Balagho Aakheratehe reads 'ending of something means reaching its
ultimate',

Similarly, the oft-repeated euphorism Kbetem -ut-Our'en means 'end of the reading of
the Holy Our/en'. That is the reason the end Chapters of the Holy Our'en are called
Khawateem.
Khatam-ul-Ouam Akhir Hum reads: Khatam-ul-Oaum means the last person of the
nation. In this respect the famous Arabic dictionaries, Lisan-al-Arab, AI-Oamus and
Aqrab-al-Mawarid ought to be mentioned. In add it ion to these dictionaries, any other
related Arabic lexicon would give the same meanings and explanation as above.
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CONDEMNATION OF THE REPUDIATORS OF THE FINALITY OF
PROPHETHOOD

Contrary to the dictionary meanings of the word Khatam above, the repud iators of
the final ity of prophethood depart from the dictionary in order to strike a damaging
blow to the Deen (Faith) of Allah the Almighty and support their argument in man
made t itles bestowed of men of specific faculties, e.g. Khatam-u/-Shua'ra (the Seal of
poets), Khatam -u/-Fuqha (the Seal of jurists) and Khatam-u/-Mufassarin (t he Seal of
commentators) . They go on to argue these awards on men do not at all mean that
there would not be men, poets, jurists, or commentators, born hence after. Instead,
it means, it is also argued, that such men had perfection in their respective art . The
fact of the matter is that these exaggerations in titles and awards cannot alter the
exact and literal meanings of 'seal' or 'end of the line' into meanings of 'perfect' or
'superior'. This misinterpretation is but expected of the one unaware of the rules of
the language. It never happens that if a word is used metaphorically, its literal
meanings are changed altogether, hence rendered obsolete in the lexicon. When an
Arab hears Je'en Khatam-u/-Qaum said, he would not take it that 'a learned or perfect
man of the tribe has arrived', but understand that the whole of the tribe has arrived so
much so that even the last remaining individual has come.
In this connection it must be borne in mind that the titles of Khatam-ush -Shua'ra,
Khatam-u/-Fuqha and Khatam -u/-Muhaddisin and the like are granted to some people
by the others. And the awarding authority, being human being, cannot discern that
there might possibly be more such people who may come to pass after the ones who
are presently receiving the awards. This is the reason that the man-made titles are
nothing more than the exaggerations and admission of a characteristic of the awards.
Contrariwise, if Allah the Almighty declares about a person that such an attribute is
perfected on him, there is no reason why it should not be regarded so and not in a
metaphorical language. If Allah the Almighty would have announced a person as
Khatam-ush-Shua'ra, surely then there would not have been a poet afterwards. And it
is Him Who has called him as Khatam-an-Nabiyyin. It is impossible, therefore, there
would be a prophet after him. Allah the Almighty is Knower of the unknown, but the
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human-being is not. How could then Allah the Almighty's pronouncement of Khataman-Nabiyyin and a man's pronouncement of Khatam -ush-Shua'ra or Khatam-ul-Fuqha
mean and be granted the same?
All the grammarians and commentators are agreed unanimously on the meanings of
Khatam-an -Nabiyyin as 'the Last of the Prophets': According to the Arabic d ictionary
Khatam does not mean the stamp the post office officials fran k on the letters but the
seal that is laid on the envelope so that nothing is added to or taken out of it.

SAYINGS OF THE PROPHET ·~J;E ON THE FINALITY OF PROPHETHOOD
Interpretation of the phrase Khatam-an-Nabiyyin w ith the textual reference in the
Holy Our/en and the dictionary as laid on above is further explained in the light of
the sayings of the Prophet a=p~ Some of the most authentic sayings (Ahadith) are
copied here for easy reference:

.

The Prophet $~ said: 'The Israelites were guided byProphets. When one
died, the second succeeded him. But, there will not be any prophet
succeeding me. However, there will be Caliphs. "
- (Bukhari, The Bani Israel in the Kitab-al-Manaqib)
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The Prophet ~ said: "The example (parallel) ofmyself and the prophets
who lived before me is like a person who constructed a building, the best
and most beautiful, but left a spaceofa brick in a corner vacant. People went
around this building and expressed amazement at its beauty, yet wondered
why a brick was not laid in that space! So, I am that brick. And I am Khataman-Nabiyyin." (That is, the building of prophethood has been completed
on my arrival. And there is no space that remains for some one to come and
occupy.)
- (Bukhari, The Khatam-an-Nabiyyin in Kitab-al-Manaqib)

On the same subject, there are four Ahadith (plural for Hadith) quoted in Khetem an-Nabiyyin, Kitab -ul-Fazail by Muslim, may AII~h the Almighty be pleased with him.
In the fourth Hadith, there are quoted additional words which mean: 'I came thus
putting an end to the institution of prophethood.' The same Hadith in the same
words is also found in Fazail-un-Nabi, Kitab-ul-Manaqib and Bab-ul-Imthsal in Kitsbul-Aadab by AI-Tirmidhi, may Allah the Almighty be pleased with him. In the chronicles of Abu Daud and Tiyals, may Allah the Almighty be pleased with them, this
Hadith is reported to have been quoted by Jabir bin Abdullah, may Allah the Almighty
be pleased with him, wherein the additional words are slightly different yet mean the
same : 'With me the line of prophets was ended.'
In the chronicles of Ahmad, may Alla~ the Almighty be pleased with him, there are
several Ahadith on the same subject with slight differences of words reported on the
authority of Abi bin Ka 'ab, Abu Saeed Khudri and Abu Hura ira, may Allah the
Almighty be pleased with them all.
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The Prophet c!W~ said: "I have superiority over the (other) prophets
(peace be upon them) in six ways . (Firstly), I was bestowed with the ability
to speak comprehensively and briefly. (Secondly), I was granted victory
through grandeur. (Thirdly), I had the (war) booty permitted on me.
(Fourthly), I had the earth made the mosque (the place of worship) for me,
and means of purification -- (that is, in my religious code, worship can be
performed not only at the specific places of worship but on any place on
earth. And if there is no water available then in my religious code the need
to perform ablution and bathe can be fulfilled through tayummum (miming)
with sand or clev .l - (Fifthly), I was appointed Messenger for the whole
Universe. (Sixthly), I had the line of prophets (peace be upon them ell) ended at me."
- (Muslim/Tirmidhi/Ahmad

The Prophet c!W~ said: "The institution of messengership and prophethood has ended. After me there will be neither any messenger nor any
prophet. "
- (Tirmidhi, Kitab Zahab-an-Nabuwwat, Masnad Ahmad
Marviyat Anas bin Malik)
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\

The Prophet ~~ said: "I am Muhammad. I am Ahmad. I am Ma-Hee,
that is repudiation is withheld because of me. I am Hashir, that is people
will be gathered on Hashir (the Day of Judgement - Now then there is only
the Doomsday to follow me). And I am Aqib. And Aqib is he who has not
any prophet following him. "
(Bukhari and Muslim, Asma-un-Nabi in Kitab-ul-Fazail; Tirmidhi,
Asma-un -Nabi in Kitab -ul-Adab; Mu'ata, Kitab Asma-un -Nabi;
AI-Mustadrik Lilhakim; AI-Hashim, Asma-un-Nabi, Kitab-ul-Tarikhi)

The Prophet ~~ said: "Allah the Almighty has not sent a prophet who
would not have informed his followers of the coming of the Djjal (though
he did not arrive in their times). And I am the last Prophet and you, the
last Ummah (the Muslim Nation). After all, he must now come amongst
you. "
- (Ibn Maja, Ad-Djjal in Kitab-ul-Fitan)

Abdul Rahman bin Jabir says that he heard Abdullah bin Amaro bin AI-Aas
(may Allah the Almighty be pleased with him) saying that one day the
Prophet ~~ came out of his house amongst us in a manner as if he was
departing us. He said three times: "I am Muhammad, the unlettered
Prophet!" Then he said: "And there will not be any prophet after me."
(This is reported by Ahmad and narrated by Abdullah bin Amaro Ibn
AI-'Aas)
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The Prophet ~ said: ' T here is no prophethood after me, but only glad
tidings. "
It was beseeched: "0 the Prophet! What are the glad tidings?"
He said: "The nice dream!"
(Further), or he said: "A good dream!"
(That is there is no possibility of a Divine revelation. And if at all anybody
received any suggestion, it would be through the good dream.)
- (Ahmad, Marviyat Tufail/Nisai/Abu Daudl

The Prophet $4§ said: "If there were any prophet after me, it would be
Umar bin AI-Khatab. "
- (Tirmidhi, Kitab-al-Manaqibl

The Prophet ~~ said to Ali, may Allah the Almighty be pleased with
him: "My relationship with you is just like that Moses had with Aaron. But
there is no prophet after me. "
- (Bukhari/Muslim, Kitab-al-Manaqib)
Bukhari and Muslim, may Allah the Almighty be pleased with them, both have
reported this Hadith in the accounts of the Battle of Tabuk. In the accounts of
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Ahmad, may Allah the Almighty be pleased with him, he has reported two Ahadith
on this subject on the authority of Saad bin Abi Waqas. One of these two Ahadith
has the last sentence that means: "Indeed, there is no prophethood after me."
Abu Daud, Tiyalsi, the Imam Ahmad and Muhammad bin Ishaq, may Allah the
Almighty be pleased with them, have, in this respect, written detailed accounts. They
report that when the Prophet ~ set out to the Battle of Tabuk, he decided to
leave Ali, may Allah the Almighty be pleased with him, in charge to look after the
City of Medina. At this the enemies spoke ilion a different score. Consequently, Ali,
may Allah the Almighty be pleased w ith him, went over to the Prophet ~~ and
enquired: " 0 the Messenger of Allah the Almighty (~~)! Are you leaving me
behind with women and children?"
The Prophet ~~ answered him reassuringly: " You bear relationship with me just
like that Moses had with Aaron."
In short the Prophet Moses, peace be upon him, assigned Aaron, peace be upon him,
with the duties to guard the peop le of Israel when he himself went on his search on
the Mountain of Sinai. Similarly, ~h~ Prophet ~~ left his cousin to safeguard
Medina. Nonetheless, the Prophet ~~ was anxious lest this analogy were a reason
of an evil practice. Therefore, the Prophet ~ announced it without delay:
"There will not be any prophet after me."

It is related on the authority of Huraira, may Allah the Almighty be pleased
with him, that the Prophet ~ said: "The people of Israel who have
gone before you had amongst them those who were addressed (by Allah
the Almighty) even though they were not prophets. If ever there were any
amongst my Ummah, it would be Umar (may Allah the Almighty be pleased
with him). "
- (Bukhari, Kitab al-Manaqib)
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The Hadith on this subject reported by Muslim, may Allah the Almighty be pleased
with him, has a wordmuhaddethin instead of yokallemun. But both the words mean
'the same divine who is granted-the discourse with Allah the Almighty or the unknown
Divine.' It transpires, therefore, if ever there were, at the time, a person who were
bestowed with Divine discourse, let alone the prophethood, it would have been Umar,
may Allah the Almighty be pleased with him.

It is narrated by Thoban, may Allah the Almighty be pleased with him, that
the Prophet ~J,E said: "And there will be 30 liars in my Ummah each one
of whom will claim to be a prophet even though I am the last of the prophets. There will not be a prophet after me."
- (Abu Daud, Kitab-ul-Fitanl

The Prophet . ~~ said: "There will be no prophet after me. And there
will not be a Muslim Nation after mine (i.e. no new comer will have a
nation). "
- (Behiq i /Kitab-ur-RuhyalTabranil
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The Prophet
said: "Indeed, I am the final prophet and surely my
mosque is the final mosque (The Mesiid-un-Nebti.:" . .
..
.
- (Muslim/Kitab-ul-Haiil
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EXPLANATION OF MISUNDERSTANDING
The repudiators of the 'Finality of Prophethood' often quote the Hadith wherein the
Prophet ~ named his mosque as the last mosque though it is not the last one and
many mosques have, eversince, sprung up on the face of the earth. Similarly, it is
claimed that when the Prophet ~ said that he was the last Prophet ~ , it
meant that prophets would still follow though the Prophet Muhammad ~ was
the last in glory and superiority and his mosque was, indeed, the last mosque. Such
interpretations are, in fact, the real proof that these interpreters have not the intellect
to understand the revelations of Allah the Almighty and the sayings of the
Prophet~ .
The fact of the matter is that if all the Ahadith in reference to the context of the
above are read in the Sahih Muslim, it has been recorded by the Imam Muslim on the
authority of Abu Huraira, Abdullah bin Umar and the Prophet's wife Maimouna, may
Allah the Almighty be pleased with them all, that there are only three mosques in the
world which hold characteristic superiority over the others in that a prayer said there
would accrue recompense one thousand fold than if said elsewhere. This is the reason
it is allowed to undertake the journey to visit and pray in these mosques. Otherwise,
there is not a mosque to which one should travel to pray leaving aside others at home
or on the way.
The first mosque amongst the three is Masjid-ul-Haram in Makka Mukarrama which
was constructed by the Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him. The second mosque is
Masjid-al-Aqsa in Jeruslem which was constructed by the Prophet Solomon, peace be
upon him. The third mosque is Masjid-un-Nabi in Medina Tayyuba the foundation
stone of which was lai~ by the Prophet Muhammad cW~ In the saying referred
above, the Prophet cW~ meant that as there was no prophet to follow him, therefore, there would not be a fourth mosque built in the world after his wherein the
recompense of worship would be greater than if said in other mosques and to which
it would, consequently, be allowed to travel for this purpose.

.

,

The Hadith of the Prophet cW~ which I have referred to only briefly, are quoted
profusely by his Companions, may Allah the Almighty be pleased with them all,
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and reproduced abundantly with the authentic references by the reporters. Their
study reveals clearly that the Prophet ~~ has explained this statement in different
words on different occasions; that he is the last Prophet, that he would not be succeeded by any other prophet, that the line of prophethood has ended at him, that
whosoever claims to be prophet after him ~ would be a mischief monger and a
liar.
How more authentic, reliable and clairvoyant proof for the explanation of the Our'anic
words, Khatam-an -Nabiyyin, could there be than the sayings of the Prophet ~~
himself which themselves are correct certitudes and observations. The sayings become
strong reasons and cogent pillars of support. The question can, therefore, be posed
who else and other than the Prophet ~~ himself could deserve to be a greater
interpreter and credible commentator of the Holy Our'an? And how could that
person offer a different explanation; not only that, how could we attend to such
differing explanations, shelve aside the embracing of the same?

IJMAH OF THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S (~~) COMPANIONS, MAY
ALLAH THE ALMIGHTY BE PLEASED WITH THEM

After that what the Holy Our'en and Sunnah has to say the next most important
factor in favour of this matter is the consensus of opinion amongst the Prophet's
companions, may Allah the Almighty be pleased with them. It has been proved
beyond doubt through principal historical traditions that soon after the death of the
Prophet ~~ whoever claimed prophethood and whosoever acclaimed them, the
companions, may Allah the Almighty be pleased with them, all fought unitedly against
them. In th is connection, the case of Musailima, the greatest liar, deserves citation.
The man was a non-believer in the Prophethood of the Prophet Muhammad ~~.
Instead, he claimed that he was a partner in his Prophethood. He wrote to the
Prophet ~~ just before the Prophet's death as follows:

From Musailima, the Prophet ofAllah, toMuhammad(~),the Prophet
of Allah! 'Peace be on you. We are partners in your affaIrs (the Divine
matters commonly assigned to both of us). '
- (Tibri, Volume II, p. 399; pub. Egypt)
In addition to th is, Tibri, the historian, has also reported that the Adhan, the call to
the prayers, which was put up the Musailima's included the words of Ash-had-o 'anna
Muhammadn -ur-Rasul-ullah! (I bear witness that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah).
Despite this clear admission of the Prophethood of the Prophet Muhammad · ~~ ,
he was declared as a non-believer and outcast of the Muslim Nation. A war was waged
against him. It has also been proved by history, reference, Albadaya wa Alnahaya,
Ibn Kasir, Volume V, p. 51, that the tribe of Hanaifa had genuinely believed in him
for the misunderstanding that the Prophet Muhammad ~.~ himself had appointed
him his partner in the Prophethood. Also, for the reason, that a man who had been
educated in the Holy Our/en at Medina, Saudi Arabia, proclaimed falsely the Our'anic
verses before the tribe as having been revealed on Musailima. In spite of this, the
companions, may Allah the Almighty be pleased with them, did not recognise them
as Muslims, instead raided them. Nor is there any scope to blame them for they raided
them on account of rebellion rather than for their infidelity. In accordance with the
Islamic Law, if the war is waged against the rebellious Muslims, the capt ives cannot be
enslaved, nor can those non-Muslims under protection be enslaved if gone rebellious
raided and captured. But when Musailima and his followers were raided, Abu Bakr,
may Allah the Almighty be pleased with him, decreed that their women and children
should be enslaved. When they were captured, they were made slaves on the day.
Consequently, one of the women came to Ali, may Allah the Almighty be pleased with
him, who gave birth to Hanaifa, a famous person of the history of Islam.
- (Albadaya wa Alnahaya, Ibn Kasir, Volume VI , pp. 26,325)
It follows clearly, therefore, that the Companions, may Allah the Almighty be pleased
with them, fought them not on account of any rebellion but because a man had
claimed the prophethood after the Prophet Muhammad ~ , and because some
people began to follow him. This occurred soon after the Prophet's death and under
the guidance of the Caliph Abu Bakr and in full agreement of the comity of the companions, may Allah the Almighty be pleased with them. There would hardly be any
other most ample example of the consensus of opinion amongst the companions, may
Allah the Almighty be pleased with them.
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CONSENSUS OF THE LEARNED MEN OF THE MUSLIM NATION
After the consensus of opinion of the Prophet's companions, the consensus of opinion
ot t he l earn ed men ot th e time on -the issue in need ot resolution holds the fourth
position in order. If it is examined closely, it will be apparent that since the first
century of the Hijra Calendar till to-date the learned men of the whole Muslim world in
their respective eras have unanimously agreed on the doctrine that after
Muhammad ~~. nobody can be a divine messenger and that whoever would claim
the prophethood and whoever would recognise him as prophet shall be out of the pale
of Islam. Let us examine a few observations in this connection :

1.

During the time of the Imam Abu Hanaifa (80 - 150 A.H.) a man claimed himself
as a prophet and said: "Let me offer you the signs of my Prophethood." At this
the Imam said: "Whosoever would ask for any (display of) sign of prophethood
shall be a repudiator because the Prophet Muhammad ~J,.E said that La-Nabiyya
Be'edi (there shall not be a prophet after me)."
- (Manaqib , the Imam-al-Azam Abi Hanaifa, Volume I, p. 161;
pub. Haiderabad, 1321 A.H.)

2.

Writing in his book, Aaqida-e-Salafia (The Faith of the Ancestors), the Imam
Tahavi (239-321 A.H.) has written the beliefs in prophethood of the ancestors
in general and the Imam Abu Hanaifa, the Imam Abu Yousuf and the Imam
Muhammad (may Allah the A lmighty be pleased with them) in particular : "The
Prophet MUhammad .~~ is devoted servant of Allah the Almighty. He is the
chosen and beloved Prophet, the last of all the prophets, the leader of the pious
and messengers and the beloved of the Lord of the Worlds. Furthermore, any
claim of prophethood after his demise is a distraction through and through and
succumbing to selfishness of the 'self'."
- (Shari'ah AI-Tahaviyyah Fil-A 'qidat-us-Salafiyyah, Dar-ul-Maa'rif,
pp. 15,81,96,97, 100, 102, Egypt)

3. . The Allama Ibn Jarir Tibri (224 - 310 A.H .), may Allah the Almighty be pleased
with him, writes in his famous commentary of the Holy Our /en the explanation
of the verse thus:
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"Whoever ended the prophethood, he sealed it, and this door will not
be open for anyone till the Day of Judgement."
- (Tafsir Ibn Jarir, Volume XXII p. 12)
4.

5.

The Allama Ibn Hazm Undulausi (384 - 456 A.H .) writes : "Indeed, the process
of Divine revelations has been put to an end after the death of the Prophet
Muhammad ~~ , the reason being that there is no Divine revelat ion but to a
messenger. And 'A ll ah the Almighty has said: ' Muham mad is not the fathe r of any
of you men, but only the Messenger of A l lah the Alm ighty , and t he 'seal' of the
prophets.' "
- (Aa'halli, Volume I, p. 26 )
The Imam Ghazali (450 - 505 A.H .) says: " If this door (the door of refusal to
the consensus of opinion) is opened, many untoward results w ould emerge. For
example, if a discussant says that there is a possibility of the birth of a messenger
after the Prophet Muhammad ~J:,.E there should be no delay in repud iat ing it.
However, if anybody during the discussion w ant s to prove non -application of the
close consideration in repudiation, he will have to seek help from the co nsensus
of op inion of the learned men i n Islam because intellect cannot dec ide as to t he
absence of such a proof. As far as reference to t he evide nce is conce rned, he
would reach the conclusions ref lecting the meanings o f La Nabiy ya Ba'adi and
Kha tam -an-Nabiyyin. He would maintain th at Khatam -an-Nabiy yin means end t o
the exalted messengers. If it is sa id that t he w ord Nabi yyin is used in general
terms and to render ing this generality into part icularit y would not be d ifficult
for him. As to the phrase La Nabiyya Be'edi, he wou ld quest ion why La Rasula
Be'edi has not been said. There is a difference between Rasul (Messenger) and
Nabi (Prophet) and the latter holds a higher rank than the termer. Furthermo re,
much incoherent ta lk of this nature can be coined. Nor are we to rule out such
comme nts based on the d ichotomy of words. In fact w e recognise many mor e
far fetched doubts based on absurd analogies . Nor can we say about such commen tators that they are refusing to accept the Our'enic argume nts. Con trariw ise, we
will, certainly, say this for rebuttal of the holder of this standpoint that is that the
Muslim Nation has, unanimously, understood th is phrase (La Nabiyya Be'edi),
the time and circumstances that the Prophet Muhammad ~J:,.E meant that the re
t
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would be no Nabi (Prophet) after him, no Rasul (Messenger). Also, the Muslim
Nation is agreed that there is no scope of any differing justification or dichotomy.
Yet such a man cannot be but a repudiator of the consensus of opinion of the
Muslim Nation.

6.

Muhiyy-as-Sunnata Baghwi (d. 510 A.H .) wr ites in his commentary of the Holy
Our/en, the Mualam-ul-Tanzil: "Allah the Almighty finished prophethood at the
Prophet Muhammad ~..iE . Therefore, the Prophet Muhammad ci$'J,j} is the
last of the prophets. And Ibn Abbas believes that the decision has been made in
this verse that there will not be any prophet after the Prophet Muhammad ~~~ . "
- - (Cf.. Volume iI!, p. 158)

7.

The Allama Zafahshiri (467 - 538 A.H .) writes in his commentary of the Holy
Our/en , Kashaf: "If you say, 'how the Prophet Muhammad ~..iE became the
last Prophet when the Prophet Jesus peace be on him, will appear in the later
era?' In answer to this I shall reiterate that his ~.J,j} finality means that after
him there will not be anyone appointed a prophet and the Prophet Jesus, peace
be on him , .is the one who has been made prophet before the Prophet
Muhammad ~J,E
When he will descend: he will follow the Sberi'et (the
Islamic Law) of the Prophet Muhammad ~..1E and the one who will face in the
direction of Ka 'aba in his prayers. In other words, he will be one i nd ividual of the
Muslim Nation."
- (Cf., Volume II, p. 215)

.

8.

•

The Oadhi A 'yyaz (d. 544 A.H.) writes: "Whosoever claims to be a prophet or
simulates that he can perform prophecies and can, through the cleansing of heart,
attain prophethood, as is claimed by some philosophers and high priced sufis and,
similarly , the man who does not claim to be a prophet but claims to receive
Divine revelations, are all of them non -believers and repud iators of the Prophet
Muhammad ~.J,j}.. This is because he has informed that he ~J,E is Khataman-Nabiyyin. There is no prophet to follow him. And he has brought us the news
from Allah the Almighty that he has ended the institute of prophethood and that
he has been sent to the whole of mankind. The whole of the Ummah agrees that
this confides this outward meaning. There is no allowance or need of any alternative interpretation and definition in its meaning and message. Therefore, there is
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no doubt in the infidelity of all these groups as conclusion based on consensus of
opinion and reports."

- (Shafa'a, Volume II, pp. 270-271)
9.

The Allama Shehrsatani (d. 548 A.H.) writes in his book, AI-Millal Wan-Nahal:
"
Also, if a man says, 'there is a prophet to follow the Prophet
Muhammad ~~ (except the Prophet Jesus, peace be upon him), he would
have not even two men in disagreement about him as a non -believer."
- - (Cf ., Volume III, p. 249)

10. The Imam Razi (d. 543 A.H.l, may Allah the Almighty be pleaced w ith him,
explains the verse, 'Khatam-an-Nabiyyin', in his Tafsir Kabir: "In this connection
Khatam-an-Nabiyyin has been proclaimed for the reasons that if a prophet is to
be followed by another, the latter will remedy the omission in advice and explana tion of ordinances. However, the prophet, who is not to be followed, is most
benign to his Ummah and proffers them comprehensive guidance. This is like a
father who knows that after him his son will not have a patron and guardian."
- (Cf. , Volume VI , p. 581)
11. The Allama Bizawi (d. 685 A.H .l. may Allah the Almighty be pleased with him,
writes in his Tafsir Anwer-ut-Tanzil: "He ~~ is the last of all the prophets,
peace be on them all, who finished off the inst it ut e. In other words, the institute
was sealed by him. And the coming of the Prophet Jesus, peace be on him, is no
barrier to this finality of prophethood because when he comes, he w ill be following
his ~J,~ Faith."
- (Cf. , Volume IV, p. 164)
12. The Allama Hafiz-ud-Din al-Naseefi (d. 710 A.H .), may Allah the Almighty be
pleased with him, writes in his Tafsir Madarak-ut-Tanzil : "And he ~~ is the
Khatam-an-Nabiyyin i.e. he is the last of all the prophets, peace be on them all.
After him no one will be made a prophet. As to the Prophet Jesus, peace be on
him, he is the one who had been made a prophet before him, and when he would
come back , he will be one of his Ummah."
- (Cf., Volume I, p, 571)
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13. The AI/ama Ala-ud-Din Baghdadi (d. 725 A .H.), may Allah the Almighty be
pleased with him, writes in his Tafsir Khazan: "Wa Khatam-an-Nabiyyin i.e. Allah
the Almighty ended prophethood on him ~~ . Now that there will neither
be any prophethood nor any partner in his prophethood. Wa Kanal/ah-o be Kul/e
She/in Aleema (And Allah the Almighty is the Knower of everything, i.e. this is
in the knowledge of Allah the Almighty that there is no prophet after him~~ .)"
- (Cf., pp. 471-472)

14. The AI/ama Ibn Kasir (d. 774 A.H .), may Allah the Almighty be pleased with him ,
writes in his famous Tafsir Ibn Kasir: "So this verse in this Chapter is perfect
argument that there is no prophet after the Prophet Muhammad ~ , because
the stage of messengership is particular, the stage of prophethood, general. Every
messenger is a prophet. But not every prophet is a messenger. Whoever claims this
stage is a liar, slanderer, deviator despite the fact that he may present miracles
contrary to nature, unnatural phenomena, magic and charm . The same goes for
the person who claims this rank till the Day of Judgement."
- (Cf., Volume III, pp. 493,494)

15. The AI/ama Jalal-ud-Din Sayuti (d. 911 A.H .), may Allah the Almighty be pleased
with him, writes in Tafsir Jalaleen: "Wa Kanal/ah-o be Kul/e She'in Aleema (And
Allah the Almighty is the Knower of everything, i.e. Allah the Almighty knows
that there will not be a prophet after him;~~ ). And when the Prophet Jesus,
peace be on him, will .come, he will act in accordance with the practice of the
Prophet Muhammad ~~."
- (Cf., p. 768)

16. The AI/ama Ibn Najim (d. 970 A.H.), may Allah the Almighty be pleased with
him, writes in the Chapter Ar-Ruh of the famous book on the principles of Fiqh,
AI-Shabah Wan-Naza'ir Kiteb -es-Ser: "If a man does not acknowledge that the
Prophet Muhammad ~~ is the last prophet, he is not a Muslim because this
is one of the doctrines the belief in which is the requirement of the Faith."
- (Cf., p. 202)
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17. The Mullah Ali Oari (d. 1016 A.H.l, may Allah the Almighty be pleased with him,
writes in the Shari'ah Fiqh Akbar: "Putting up a claim of the prophethood after
our Prophet tf¥~ amounts to a consensus of opinion to repudiation."
- (Cf ., p. 202)
18. The Shaikh Ismail Haqqi (d. 1137 A.H .), may Allah the Almighty be pleased with
him, comments in the explanation of this Our'enic verse in the Tafsir Ruh -ulBiyan : "Aasam, may Allah the Almighty be pleased with him, pronounced the
word Khatam with the vowel sound of a annotating the letter t hence meaning
the comparable place (the ordinal order). It follows, therefore, that the Prophet
Muhammad $4g was the last of all the prophets (peace be upon _t h ~ m all)
who sealed the line of prophets. That is, with the Prophet Muhammad ~~ the
door of prophethood was sea led thus putting the line of prophets to an end.
The other reciters have pronounced the word Khatim with the vowel sound of i
annotating the letter t hence meaning that the Prophet ~4g was the seal to all
the prophets. This way this also means the same as Khatam. Now the learned men
of}~e Ummah of the Prophet ~Jj; will inherit the spirituality of the Prophet
a=p~ . The inheritance of prophethood ended because of the end of the prophethood ~f Muhammad a=p~ . And coming of the Prophet Jesus, peace be on him,
after the Prophet $4g i;by no means a negation of the finality of prophethood
because Khatam-an-Nab iyyin means that after him there w ill not be anyone made
a prophet. The Prophet Jesus, peace be on him, was made a prophet earlier. When
he comes, he will follow the Shari'at of the Prophet Muhammad tf¥~ , will face
his Ka'aba in the prayers, will be a member of his Ummah, will receive no Div ine
revelation and will issue no new rules or regulations. He will be the Caliph of the
Prophet Muhammad $4g, And this is, finally , the belief of the sect of Ahl-eSunnat wal-Jama'at that there is no prophet after the Prophet Muhammad a=pJj; ,
because Allah the Almighty has said:
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. .. .. . . . , but (he is)
The Apostle of God,
And the Seal of the Prophets

- (AI-Our'an 33: 40)
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"And the Prophet ~~ has said:

There will not be a prophet after me
- (AI-Hadith)
"Now that if anybody says that there is a prophet after our Prophet ~, he
will be declared as a non-believer (non -Muslim) because he would have thus
refuted the Our'enic argument. Similarly, the person who doubts in it will be
repudiated because the doubt would have rendered the real false. And the person
who claims prophethood after the Prophet Muhammad ~4g- has a false claim
and nothing else."
- (Cf., Volume XXII, p. 188)

19. The Fatawa Alamgiri that was compiled in the 12th A.H. at the command of the
Moghul Emperor Aurangzeb Alamgir by the great learned men in India has
written in it: "If a man does not understand that (a) the Prophet Muhammad ~~
is the last prophet, he is not a Muslim; (b) if he claims that he is the prophet or
messenger of Allah the Almighty, he will be repudiated."
- (Cf., Volume II, p.263)

20. The Allama Shukani (d. 1255 A. H.), may Allah the Almighty be pleased with
him, writes in his Tafsir Fatah -ul-Qadir: "Jamhur has read the word Khatim with
the vowel dash i underneath the consonant t and Aasam, with the vowel dash a
on the top of the consonant t. The first pronouncement means that he ~~
has ended the prophets i.e, he is the last of all. The second pronouncement means
that he ~~ has become for them like a seal whereby the line has been sealed,
thus exalting to the climax the group by his participation."
- (Cf., Volume IV, p. 275)
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21. The AI/ama Aalusi (d. 1270 A.H.), may Allah the Almighty be pleased with him,
writes in the Tatsir Ruh-ul-Mua'ani: "The word prophet is, in general, synonimously related to the word messenger. Consequently, the Prophet Muhammad
.~ as Khatam-an-Nabiyyin would have it automatically appropriated that he
should be Khatam-ul-Mursalin. And the words Khatam-ul-Ambiya and Khatam -urRusul/ means that the Prophet Muhammad ~~ having been attributed with
the quality of prophethood in this world has, now after him, everyone amongst
jinni or human beings, the quality of prophethood barred on him ."
- (Cf. , Volume XXII, p. 38)
"The fact that the Prophet Muhammad ~ is Khatam-an-Nabiyyin is what
has clearly been stated in the Holy Our/en of Allah the Almighty. The Sunnah
has commented on it in detail and the Ummah (the Muslim Nation) has consensus
on it. Therefore, if anyone claims despite this, he will be regarded as a non believer (non-Muslim)."
- (Cf ., Volume XXII, p. 39)
We have copied here the explanations of the great learned men, jurists, traditionalists
and commentators coming from the Muslim world stretching from India to Morocco
and Spain, from Turkey to the Yemen. We have also produced the ir dates of birth and
death whereby a reader can read at a glance that the great men cover every century of
the history of Islam from the very first to the thirteenth Century Anno Hijireh. We
have not included intentionally the comments of the learned Muslims of the fourteenth
Century for the reasons that, in answer to their commentaries, a man could say that
they have come in their comments to the conclusions similar to the aforementioned in
opposition to the claimants of prophethood of this era. These comments have proved
unequivocally that since the first Century till to-date the whole of the Muslim world
have accepted the meanings of Khatam-an -Nabiyyin that the Prophet Muhammad
~ was the last prophet and the recognition of the closing of the door of prophethood for always after him has been the agreed belief at all times and there has been
no disagreement amongst Muslims over the fact that whosoever would claim to be a
messenger or prophet after the Prophet Muhammad ~.and whosoever recognise
his claim. both would be outside the pale of Islam.
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It is the duty of every intell igent person that he invest igat es as to what room is possibly
vacant for the new claimant of prophethood who would in all probability derive
different meanings from the words that Khatam -an-Nabiyyin mean in the Arabic
lexicon fully obvious in reference to the Our'enic text the explanation of which has
been offered by the Prophet ~ himself, whereon the Companions, may Allah the
Almighty be pleased with them all, have the consensus and agreement, which Muslims
throughout tile world and of the time of the pious Companions riqht across through
ages to date have accepted w ithout dissension. How could such people be regarded as
Muslims when they expressed op in ion to open ing the door of prophethood but one of
them has actually entered inside the house of prophethood and themselves have
already begun to believe in his prophethood .

CONTEMPLATION
The matters concerning prophethood are extremely import ant and delicate. In accor dance w ith the Holy Our'en, it is one of the fundamental beliefs, the belief or disbelief
of which determines a man's faith or infidelity. If a person is a prophet and the other
does not regard him as one, he is an infidel and if he is not a prophet but the other
regards him as one, even then he is an infidel. If there were any prophet to follow the
Prophet Muhammad ~~ , Al lah the Almighty Himself would have clearly mentioned
this in the Holy Our'en and He would have had it announced openly through the
Prophet ~ r who would have made his Ummah fully aware before he passed away
of the fact that there would be prophets after him and they were to accept them.

The door of prophethood is in actual fact closed. And there is no prophet to
come. Despite this, if anyone believes in a claimant of prophethood, he
should think over it that what capital would he offer in the Court of Allah the
Almighty in mitigation of this infidelity in order that he be free. He should
take into stock all the facts to his help and rescue vis-a-vis the facts we have
offered now. Further, can a wise man trust these false claims in defiance of
Faith and the danger of infidelity?
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CURRENT NEED OF A PROPHET?

Prophethood is not a quality that may be found in every person; nor could a person
have enabled himself for it through worship and good deeds. Nor is it a reward that is
normally granted for some services. Instead, it is a rank where on a specific person is
appointed by Allah the Almighty for some specific need . When such a need raises its
head a prophet is appointed accordingly. And when the need does not remain, the
prophets are not sent for nothing. When we try to understand, in the light of the
Holy Our'en, as to the reason why a prophet is appointed, it transpires that in only
four situations the prophets are created:
Firstly, it is because there was no prophet sent to a nation that needed him as such.
Nor could that nation receive the message of another prophet sent to another nation.
Secondly, it is because the teaching of the earlier prophet had been forgotten about or
tampered with thus making it impossible to follow him in his footsteps.
Thirdly, it is because the teaching and instructions of the earlier prophet had not
completely reached the people and more prophets were needed for the perfection of
the Deen.
Fourthly, it is because a prophet was needed for the help of another.
It is abundantly clear that none of these needs is there after the Prophet Muahmmad
~~. The Holy Our'en itself insists that the Prophet Muhammad ~~ has been
created for the guidance of the whole world . And the socio-cultural history of the
world indicate that ever since the birth of the Prophet ~~ the circumstances have
been such that the Prophet's message could reach all the nations at all t imes. Therefore,
it rules out necessity of separate prophets for separate nations. The Holy Our/en bears
witness to the fact that the complete compilation of the Sunnah and Seerah certifies
that the message of the Prophet ~~ is preserved in it~ entirety. It has undergone no
alteration and disintegration. The Book the Prophet ~ had brought has not e~e~ a
word added into or taken away. Nor can it happen. The message the Prophet ~~
has offered through his sayings and temporal practice is seen even today in its full
signs and symbols akin to the original as if we are in the era of the Prophet ~.
This eliminates the second requirement of a prophet. The Holy Our'an narrates it
clearly that the Deen has been completed through the Prophet Muhammad ~.
Therefore, there is no need of a prophet to perfect the Religion of Islam.
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This day have I
Perfected your religion
For you, completed
My favour upon you,
And have chosen for you
Islam as your religion.
- (AI-Our'an 5:4)

There remains the fourth requirement unanswered. Now that if there were a need of a
prophet, he would have been appointed with and at the time of the Prophet ~ .
Such a person has not been appointed which also annuls the fourth condition.
NEW PROPHETHOOD - MEANS OF UNITY OR DISUNITY AMONGST MUSLIMS?
This is also worthy of attention that whenever a prophet comes to any nation the question of belief and disbelief would raise its head. Those who will believe in him will
constitute one nation and the remaining non-believers necessarily, the other nation.
The two nations would not be divided over matters pertaining to welfare only, but over
the basic difference of the belief in a prophet. And they would not be united until one
of the two factions gives up one's belief. Then both the factions would have different
and separate sources of law and guidance. This is for the reasons that if one group
would derive its law from the Divine revelation and practice offered by its prophet the
other group would repudiate his law from the very outset. Accordingly, there is no
possibility of them developing a common society.
If one keeps the above facts in mind, it would clearly dawn on him that the belief of
Finality of Prophethood amongst the Muslim Nation is responsible for extreme blessing
and unity amongst Muslims and which alone is responsible for the Muslim Community
becoming an everlasting and international brotherhood. And this alone has protected
the Muslim Community against such a basic difference that could possibly bring about
division amongst them. The person who believes in the Prophet Muhammad ~
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as his leader and guide and except his teaching does not attend to any teaching introduced by anyone else, is a member of 't his brotherhood, and for always. Had the door
of prophethood not been closed for good, this unity of brotherhood would not have
come to the way of the Muslim Community . Instead , it would have been shattered at
the event of every peophet's arrival.
Every intelligent and conscious person would proclaim that when a prophet has been
sent for the whole Universe, when the Deen has been perfected through him and when
this prophet's teaching has been protected completely, the door of prophethood
should, therefore, be closed in order that the same single Muslim Community persists
throughout the world having gathered together at the practice of the final prophet so
that its power is not impaired intermittently at the arrival of new and unnecessary
prophets from time to time.

THE SPREAD OF AND INVITATION TO THE TEACHING OF THE PROPHET
MUHAMMAD ~
Allah the Almighty has apprised us w ith His special favour by declaring us the last
Ummah (the Muslim Nation) and perfecting the Deen through our Prophet ~~.
And by putting an end to the prophethood, he has charged us with the jobs of prophethood that we take ordinances of Allah the Almighty and the Prophet ~~ to every
street, every village, every city and every nook and corner of the world. In his Farewell
Pilgrimage Address, the Prophet ~~ said:
" 1 am leaving two things amongst you. Hold fast to them. (That way) you
will never go astray. They are the Divine Book (the Holy Our'en) and Sunnah. r r
- (Ha!ia't-ul-Wida ' - Farewell Hej] - translation and commentary,
Barkat Ali; Dar-ul-Ehsan Publications, pp. 9-10)
In order to keep them alive the Prophet's Companions, may Allah the Almighty be
pleased with them all, the generation following them and the learn ed men, j ur ist s,
mystics and true Muslims till to-date have been at work.
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Towards the end of the Address, the Prophet ~~ said: •

"lt is your duty to take this message to them who are not present at the
time or would come later to me."
- (Cf., p. 12)
This is how the jobs of prophethood were entrusted to the Muslim Community.

Dr Muhammad Iqbal (d. 1938 A.D.), the poet-philosopher of Islam (may Allah the
Almighty be pleased with him), says:

"So, Allah the Almighty completed Islamic Law on us;
He ended prophethood on the Prophet ~J,.E of ours.
He entrusted the wine-service (preaching Islam) to us;
He gave the last goblet (the message) He had to us.
U
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Now at the end of our research and documentation it only remains for me to offer my
thanks and express my debt of gratitude to those concerned with the publications
which I have consulted and from wh ich extracts have been taken so extensively. Perhaps
the reader w ill also apprec iate a brief resume of the correct and authentic nature of the
references.
The Holy Our/en , the first source of Islamic law and belief, has been described by
Muslims and non-Muslims alike as the most melodious of compositions containing
ecstatic verses of unparalleled and match less literary value. Whatever the comments
it is acknowledged that it was memorised by the Prophet ~~ himself. He recited
the revelations to the Archangel Gabriel , may Allah the Almighty be pleased with him,
from the beginning to the end of the revelations he had received up till then once
during every fasting month of Ramadhan. But during the last fasting month of his life
he recited the complete text twice to the Archangel. The Prophet's (A$'~) wife,
Hafisa, may Allah the Almighty be pleased with her, was trusted with the written
scripts wirtten on camel shoulder blades, skins and bones of animals and the bark of
trees. After the Prophet's (~4g) death, the Holy Our'en was written down by
Zaid Ibn Thabit in the supervision of Abu Bakr and Umar Ibn AI-Khatab and at the
author ity of two of the Prophet's (~J,...g ) companions (may Allah the Almighty be
pleased with them all) who had memorised the Holy Our'en directly from him. Uthman
Ibn A 'tten, later on, had some seven copies prepared, two of which are found at the
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Tashkent museum (U .S.S.R.) All copies of the Holy Our'en in daily use follow the
arrangement of verses and chapters prescribed by the Prophet ~J..E himself and
tally with the ones preserved above.
Similar care has been incurred in the compilation of the Hadith (sayings of the Prophet
$J..E ) which is as a matter of fact what the Prophet ~J..E believed in and did
himself and is called Sunnah. First and second generations after him took great care in
their transmission and a comity of transmitters called Muhaddethin developed. To
prune the injection of any false attributions to the Prophet ~4~ the transmitters
as well as their own narrators were examined chronologically all throuqh the chain up
to him about their character, honesty, trustworthiness and ability to think clearly.
Thus a new science of /1m AI-Rijal (the knowledge of the science of the character of
people) was developed . Towards the end of the second and beginning of the third
centuries of Hijirah such trusted personalities as AI-Bukhari, Muslim, AI-Tirmidhi and
many others emerged whose compilations are authoritative and therefore consulted
profusely . Whilst subjected to severe tests of trustworthiness to the minutest po ints
as their names, dates of birth, their teachers' dates of birth, the travels undertaken in
the collection of the Hadith and their attitude to other people, their works and quotat ions of the chains of narrators speak for the subtle and meticulous care taken in their
writings.
By and large a Muslim's life, spiritual as well as corporeal, has been covered by the
above mentioned two sources. If, in rare circumstances, a specific problem arises, it is
handled through the consensus of opinion of the learned men of the Ummah as is
appreciated by the Prophet ~J.~ in the following account:
The Prophet $~ appointed Mua'dh (may Allah the Almighty be pleased with him)
as a judge in the Yemen and asked him what criterion would he follow in the passing
of judgements. Mua'dh replied: "When I am faced with a problem I will look through
the Book of God, the Holy Our'en . If I get the decision I will accept it."
The Prophet ~~ asked: "If you do not find what you are looking for what will you
do?"
Mua'dh said: "Then I will look through the Sunnah of the Prophet ($~) ."
The Prophet ~~ asked again: "What if you do not find what you are looking for
in the Sunnah?"
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Mua'dh said: "I will do my best to pass a fair judgement."
The Prophet ~~ expressed his satisfaction over it.

I have dealt with the subject matter in the light of the above sources and criterion to
meet any challenges and crises on doctrines of Islam, purely and simply, on rational
grounds and have quoted the great names of Muslim jurists in the past. They were
eminent men of learning and humble servants of Allah the Almighty and His Prophet
Muhammad ~~ at the same time. I also regard them spiritually exalted for their
scholarly contributions, the means of their nearness to Allah the Almighty. Finally,
I seek His forgiveness for the indulgence of omitting the names of His Au/iya (mystics)
of all ages who submit themselves to the servantship and prophethood of His Prophet
Muhammad ~~ for His pleasure and nearness, yet history bears witness to the
miraculous powers they command which no claimant of a new prophethood in the
past or present could ever dream of.
A/hamdu-/i/-Hayyoo-a/-Qayyum!

)
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Wa Akhiro Dawahna Anilhamdulillah-hay Rabb-il-Alameen! Wassalat Wassalam-o
A'la Rasul-e-hil-Karim! Rabbana Taqabbal Minna Innaka Antassamee-ul-Aleem!
Subhana Rabbeka Rabb-ul-Izzate Amma Yasefun! Wa Salamun AI-al-Mursaleen WalHamdulillah-hay Rabb-il-Alameen! j
in!
(In the end, our claim is that all praise be to Allah the Almighty, the Lord of the
Worlds and the blessings and greetings to His honourable Prophet (~). Our Lord!
Accept from us (this duty)! Lo! Thou, only Thou, art the Hearer, the Knower! Glorified
be thy Lord, the Lord of Majesty, from that which they attribute (unto Him)! Peace
be unto His Messengers! Praise be to Allah the Almighty, Lord of the Worlds! AminI)

- Barkat Ali
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Wha7is
ifJar- uh-CEhsaiu
Osr-ul-Ehsen , literally meaning 'the House of Blessing', is a voluntary Islamic Institute
situated in the district of Faisalabad, Pakistan. It has been defined as 'an abode of
benefactors who worship Allah the Almighty as if they are seeing Him. If it is not the
case, it (certainly) is true that He is seeing them'.

The Institute is busy fulfilling its aim of translating the sacred work of Dawah-o-Tabligh
aI-Islam (I nvitation to and spread of Islam) in many and various ways. Here it is humbly
desired to demonstrate practically the teaching .ot the Holy Our/en and the Sunnah
(Tradition) of the Prophet Muhammad ~~, the fountain-head of Islam.
People throughout the world from all walks of life, those who practise a little to those
who practise their religion profusely, visit the Institute. In this way they satisfy their
religious aspirations.
Sittings of incessant Zikr (remembrance of Allah the Almighty) are held, missionary
parties of those with religious and spiritual zeal are sent to all parts , a spacious mosque
and a repository for the worn out copies of the Holy Our'an have been built, a school
for children, rich and poor alike, and orphans and a well-staffed hospital have been
established, administering their services free of charge.
Barkat Ali, a retired army officer, the founder and chief organiser of the Dar-ul-Ehsan,
has written, published and distributed free of charge much literature on Islam in Urdu.
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This is now being translated in part in Arabic, Persian and English. Kitab -ul-A 'mal bisSunnah, AI-Ma'roof 'Terteeb Sharif' ('Holy Succession'), Makshoofat-e-Manazal-eEhsan (Manifestations of the Stages of Blessing) and Asma-un-Nabi iI-Kar im (The
Bounteous Names of the Prophet A$'~) are three voluminous works of unique
religious import ance. A monthly magazine, The Der-ul-Ehsen, is published for the
benefit of the Muslim Community. It includes research articles, translations and
commentaries on the Holy Our/en and the Hadith, medical cures prescribed by the
Prophet Muhammad A$'~~ and Sarkat Ali's own words of guidance and insight.
- Muhammad Iqbal
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thousands of pages are
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